SOYO Tree

GO term: molecular function

GOid: GO:0003674

GO: Elemental activities, such as catalysis or binding, describing the actions of a gene product at the molecular level. A given definition: gene product may exhibit one or more molecular functions.

1. molecular_function + (0 ESTs)
   - catalytic activity + (0 ESTs)
   - structural molecule activity + (0 ESTs)
   - transporter activity + (0 ESTs)
   - binding + (0 ESTs)
   - signal transducer activity + (0 ESTs)
   - molecular_function unknown + (0 ESTs)
   - translation regulator activity + (0 ESTs)
   - chromatin regulator activity + (0 ESTs)
   - enzyme regulator activity + (0 ESTs)
   - transcription regulator activity + (0 ESTs)
   - rna binding activity + (0 ESTs)
   - mRNA surveillance activity + (0 ESTs)
   - motor activity + (0 ESTs)
   - cellular_component + (0 ESTs)
   - biological_process + (0 ESTs)
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